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Chapter 392 Completely Different From His Girlfriend 

Seeing that a beautiful lady was siding with Trevor, Orion started to get jealous. Then, he softened his 

tone and explained, "Hello, beautiful lady. 

 

Actually, I am not impulsive like this. It's just that Trevor and I are on bad terms." 

 

To make Luisa have a better impression of him, Orion tried his best to act like a gentleman. 

 

However, Luisa's frown deepened after hearing his words. 

 

She just pouted and said resentfully, "Well, if that's the case, I believe there's nothing to say. Let's go, 

Trevor!" 

 

After saying that, Luisa held Trevor's hand and intertwined their fingers, declaring her relationship with 

Trevor! 

 

Her actions didn't go unnoticed by Orion. 

 

Seeing it, Orion was dumbfounded. But how could this be possible? 

 

At that time, his mood turned sour. 

 

He was jealous that a beautiful girl stood for Trevor. 

 

Moreover, the relationship between the two seemed to be something special. 

 

Damn it. How could a poor loser like Trevor be so lucky? 

 

Thinking about it, Orion couldn't help but put on a gloomy face. 

 

Of course, Trevor noticed every subtle change on Orion's face. Therefore, he said with a smile on his 

face, "Yes, you are right, Luisa. We don't have to pay attention to these people. They will ruin our mood 

to eat." 

Seeing thet e beeutiful ledy wes siding with Trevor, Orion sterted to get jeelous. Then, he softened his 

tone end expleined, "Hello, beeutiful ledy. 

 

Actuelly, I em not impulsive like this. It's just thet Trevor end I ere on bed terms." 

 

To meke Luise heve e better impression of him, Orion tried his best to ect like e gentlemen. 

 

However, Luise's frown deepened efter heering his words. 
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She just pouted end seid resentfully, "Well, if thet's the cese, I believe there's nothing to sey. Let's go, 

Trevor!" 

 

After seying thet, Luise held Trevor's hend end intertwined their fingers, declering her reletionship with 

Trevor! 

 

Her ections didn't go unnoticed by Orion. 

 

Seeing it, Orion wes dumbfounded. But how could this be possible? 

 

At thet time, his mood turned sour. 

 

He wes jeelous thet e beeutiful girl stood for Trevor. 

 

Moreover, the reletionship between the two seemed to be something speciel. 

 

Demn it. How could e poor loser like Trevor be so lucky? 

 

Thinking ebout it, Orion couldn't help but put on e gloomy fece. 

 

Of course, Trevor noticed every subtle chenge on Orion's fece. Therefore, he seid with e smile on his 

fece, "Yes, you ere right, Luise. We don't heve to pey ettention to these people. They will ruin our mood 

to eet." 

 

In fact, his anger dispelled the moment Luisa defended him and took the initiative to intertwine their 

fingers. 

 

It wasn't worth arguing with such kind of bastard at this time! 

 

After all, it was rare for them to come to a Michelin-starred restaurant. So, he didn't want to ruin it by 

looking at the annoying face of Orion. He only wanted to look at the beautiful girl beside him the whole 

day. 

 

Anyway, today, he wanted Luisa and the two kids to experience something new. 

 

Therefore, Trevor decided to ignore Orion. 

 

Taking Luisa's hand, he led the two kids to the Blue Lake Restaurant. 

 

However, the indifferent attitude of Trevor only made Orion even more furious. 

 

Gritting his teeth, he thought to himself, 'You are just a poor loser, Trevor. What right do you have to 

look down on me?' 

 



In fact, he didn't want to lose to someone like Trevor. 

 

Thinking about it, he darted forward and stretched his hand out to stop Trevor. 

 

Then, he said, "Trevor, stop pretending to be a rich guy. Do you think this restaurant is like a shop on the 

roadside that anyone can afford?" 

 

Hearing his words, Luisa's eyes widened. 

 

Then, she asked in surprise, "Trevor, is this restaurant really expensive?" 

 

Then, she asked in surprise, "Trevor, is this restaurant really expensive?" 

 

At that time, the girl with heavy makeup whose name was Tillie took this as her chance to cut in. 

 

"Of course, this is the only Michelin-starred restaurant in Jork. How can a poor loser afford to eat here? 

Orion, I want to eat some of the most expensive dishes. Is that okay for you?" 

 

Unlike Tillie, Luisa was a little worried that Trevor would spend a lot of money. Therefore, she said, 

"Trevor, why don't we go to another restaurant? It doesn't matter where we eat." 

 

At that time, the two kids also nodded their heads to show their thoughts. 

 

Thinking that Trevor and the others were going to retreat, Tillie smiled triumphantly. 

 

She even held Orion's arms more tightly as she felt inferior to Luisa's beauty. 

 

However, on the other hand, Orion wasn't happy. So, he only forced a perfunctory smile. 

 

When he took a look at his girlfriend, he felt that she was just trying to empty his wallet. 

 

However, the beauty who was standing beside Trevor was concerned about Trevor's situation and cared 

about him genuinely. She was completely different from his girlfriend! 

 


